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Abstract-Human disease can be viewed as a set of quantitative alterations in existing 
metabolic pathways. We had previously constructed a symbolic logic model of quan- 
titative organelle pathology, based upon the general pathology of growth disorders. The 
symbolic components of this model are cellular organelle compartments, measurements 
(number, surface. volume). and quantifiers (low, normal, high). These components 
allow one to deduce descriptive growth states, reaction patterns of cellular injury, and 
interorganelle homology patterns. Homologies have proved to be very useful in helping 
to elucidate difficult relationships in general pathology. In this report, we attempt to 
show that this usefulness also holds for quantitative organelle pathology. The types of 
cellular homology occurring in the nuclear-ergastoplasmic-mitochondrial-peroxisomal 
system reveal the evidence of existing interactions that can be determined rapidly and 
consistently by means of symbolic logic analysis. These cellular homology types allow 
us to draw conclusions regarding the capacity of the cell to adapt itself and the extent 
of cellular injury. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Human disease can be viewed as a set of quantitative alterations in existing metabolic 
pathways; it is rarely necessary to invoke entirely new structures and functions to explain 
a particular disease process. The repertoire of possible alterations compatible with life is 
very limited, and many pathologic processes pass through a common morphologic path- 
way[l]. This is particularly evident among neoplastic cell processes. The cell for each 
normal tissue type has a characteristic pattern of enzyme activity; but in the neoplastic 
cell, these patterns tend to become less characteristic of normal tissues of origin. There 
is a tendency for the different normal patterns of enzyme activity to converge toward a 
common pattern in the more malignant lesions. This is simply the biochemical counterpart 
of the morphologic changes known as anaplasia. Using a series of rat hepatomas or he- 
patocellular carcinomas, Potter[2] found that each neoplasm had a pattern of enzyme 
activity different from normal liver and characteristic of that individual lesion. The striking 
discovery was that, in the face of diurnal cycles or environmental stresses of various 
types, the level of activity of any particular enzyme was more invariant in the neoplasm 
than in normal liver. The normal liver could adapt its enzyme levels to meet the conditions 
at hand; the neoplasm had less flexibility. All of the different, stable levels of enzymes 
in the various neoplasms overlapped the range of levels which could be produced in normal 
liver, but the levels in normal liver were much more easily altered. Furthermore, Bruni[3] 
ft Computer listing available. 
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established that the fine structural similarities between neoplastic hepatocytes and normal 
fetal hepatocytes are too close and too common to be considered a random event. 
The purpose of this report is to describe these patterns of metabolic adaptation using 
a symbolic logic model. Our symbolic logic model employs the usual operators and rules 
of inference from first-order propositional logic. with an additional “modal” or “fuzzy” 
operator to handle uncertainty[4-161. Other applications of symbolic logic in biology have 
been described[ 17-221. 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In order to describe the patterns of metabolic adaptation, we constructed a symbolic 
logic model of quantitative organelle pathology in terms of the general pathology of growth 
disorders17, 91. Our model employs a subdivision of the hepatocyte (H) into seven or- 
ganelles: nucleus (N), mitochondria (M), peroxisomes (P), lysosomes (f.), rough endo- 
plasmic reticulum (R), smooth endoplasmic reticulum (S), and mitochondrial cristae (C). 
These organelles are further classified as either particulate organelles (N, M, P. L) or 
tubulocisternal organelles (R, S, C). Particulate organelles, tubulocisternal organelles, 
and the hepatocyte as a whole, are collectively referred to as comparrments. 
A. Measurements 
Compartments H, N, M. P, and L are characterized in terms of volume density V, 
numerical density Z, surface density F, and volume to number ratio Q. Compartments 
R, S, and C are characterized in terms of volume density V, surface density F of the 
organelle membranes, and volume to surface ratio Q. Volume density is obtained in units 
of length3ilength3 (i.e. dimensionless), surface density as length’/length3, and numerical 
density as I/length3. Each morphometric measurement is quantified as significantly in- 
creased (H, “high”), normal (N), or significantly decreased (L, “low”), using 95% con- 
fidence limits about a Student’s r distribution. Each measurement is written in a three- 
letter shorthand xyz, where x is the compartment (M, P. L, etc.), y is the quantity being 
measured (V, Z, F, Q), and z is the amount of that quantity (H, N, L). Thus “CVH” 
means “volume density of mitochondrial cristae is increased (high);” “CFN” means 
“surface density of mitochondrial cristae is normal”, etc. 
Morphometric parameters V. Z, and F for the nucleus (N) and for the hepatocyte (H) 
have the unit volume of liver tissue (1 cm3) as the reference system, and correspond to 
the morphometric symbols VVN, NyN, Svhr and V vH, NVH, SvH[9, 231. The morphometric 
parameters V, Z, and F for all cytoplasmic organelles (R, S, M, C, P, and L) have volume 
density of cytoplasm ( Vvc) as the reference system, i.e. volume fraction of hepatocellular 
cytoplasm per unit volume liver tissue (1 cm3), and correspond to the morphometric 
symbols VV,WIVV~, NvMIVvc, SvM, SVMo lVvc (here given for mitochondria[23, 241). 
Particulate organelles (N, M, P, L) and the hepatocyte (H) may be characterized addi- 
tionally in terms of the volume to number ratio Q. This parameter corresponds to the 
quotient of volume density per numerical density of the particulate organelles, and is 
denoted by the morphometric symbol VVM INv.W (here for mitochondria). This volume to 
number ratio allows estimation of the mean single volume of the particulate organelles. 
Tubulocistemal organelles (R, S, C) are likewise characterized in terms of volume to 
surface ratio Q. This parameter corresponds to the quotient of volume density per surface 
density of a given tubulocistemal organelle, and is denoted by the morphometric symbol, 
VvsERISvsER (here for smooth endoplasmic reticulum). This volume to surface ratio es- 
timates the mean width of the endoplasmic reticulum cisternae. 
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B. Symbolic logic model 
1. Reduction to nullities. Symbolic logic is a mathematical method in which both 
quantitative and descriptive statements are placed in formal relationship to one another. 
In principle any data or conceptual information which can be expressed as declarative 
sentences in ordinary language can be translated into symbolic logic. With the advent of 
word processors, this translation step is increasingly easy and worthwhile as a test of the 
internal completeness and consistency of a data set. In the present report, we view sym- 
bolic logic solely as a streamlined (i.e. computerizable) method of reasoning. Automated 
reasoning programs are available in the public domain[ll, 12,141. and the PROLOG com- 
puter language is a limited automated reasoning system[ IS]. The basic components of the 
most elementary system of symbolic logic, namely first-order propositional logic, are unit 
statements and operators. A unit statement is an assertion written in a natural language, 
such as English. In this paper, we include as unit statements: quantitative statements, such 
as PZL (“the relative peroxisome number is low”); simple descriptive statements, such 
as PP (“the peroxisomes are proliferated”); and logical conclusions, such as SAPH (“the 
cell is in subacute alarm phase”). Operators are used either to qualify a statement or to 
show the relationship of one statement to another statement. In this paper we employ 
five operators: negation (-), and (a), inclusive or (I), implication (>), and equivalence 
(=)[14]. A smaller number of operators is possible (e.g. the “Sheffer d”), but such op- 
erators are unintuitive and often greatly expand the number of terms needed to state a 
given logical relationship. Compound statements are constructed from other statements. 
that is, from unit statements or from previously constructed compound statements. Thus 
if A is a statement, then -A symbolizes the (compound) statement with the opposite truth 
value. That is, -A is true if and only if A is false. Likewise, if A and B are statements. 
then statement A & B is true if and only if both A and B are true. Statement A 1 B is true 
if and only if either A or B are true (or both). Statement A > B is true if and only if 
whenever A is true, B is true. Statement A = B is true if and only if both A > B and B 
> A are true. An automated reasoning computer program is used to transform a given 
system of symbolic logic into a standard form and then to solve for all logical conclusions. 
including the possibility that the system is contradictory. The transformation into standard 
form is a modified Gentzen reduction, as described in detail elsewhere[8, 16, 251. The 
initial symbolic logic expression is negated. Every appearance of A > B is converted into 
-A 1 B, and every appearance of A = B is converted into (-A 1 B) & (A 1 -B). Every 
appearance of A 1 B is separated into two expressions, A and B (separation rule). Every 
appearance of - -A is converted into A (double negation rule). Every appearance of 
-(A & B) is converted into -A 1 -B and every appearance of -(A 1 B) is converted 
into -A & -B (De Morgan rules). Every appearance of (A 1 B) & C is converted into 
(A & C) 1 (B & C) (distributive rule). The separation, double negation, De Morgan, and 
distributive rules are applied repeatedly to exhaustion. Each such string of unit statements 
(or their negations) is now connected exclusively by &, and is called a nulli@. The nullity, 
a concept introduced by Quine[76], is defined here as a set of unit statements or their 
negations which, taken in combination, are false. Thus the nullity {A} expresses the con- 
dition, “it is false that A”; the nullity {-A}, on the other hand, expresses the condition, 
“it is false that not A” or “it is true that A”. The nullity {A, B} expresses the condition, 
“it is false that both A and B are true”, or “either A is false or B is false (or both)“. 
Likewise, the nullity {A, B, C} expresses the condition, “it is false that all of A, B, and 
C are true,” etc. Every superset of a true nullity is a true nullity (subsumption rule). Thus 
if [A, B] is a true nullity, then so is {A, B, C}. The empty nullity, { } or0, signals a 
contradiction in the system. 
The next phase of the solution procedure involves exhaustive application of null ad- 
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dition, denoted 3, an arithmetic step akin to ordinary addition. This step is equivalent to 
the Quine-McCluskey automated reasoning algorithm for simplifying truth functions[27- 
291 and is called binup resolution by other authors[l4]. Two nullities, say {A, B, C} and 
{-C, D, E}, are subject to this operation if and only if there is exactly one element, called 
the sign reversal element (here, element C), which is positive in one nullity and negative 
in the other. The null sum is defined as the set containing the members of both sets except 
the sign reversal elements, i.e. {A, B, C} 0 {-C, D, E} = {A, B, D, E}. Null addition 
for nullity pair {A, B, C} and {C, D, E} is not allowed because there is no sign reversal 
element; and null addition for the nullity pair {A, B, C} and {-B, -C, 01 is not allowed 
because there is more than one sign reversal element. Null addition is performed to ex- 
haustion on all allowable nullity pairs in the system. This calculation is shown by mathe- 
matical proof to find all and only the true nullities in the system@, 141. 
2. Duns Scotus paradox. Duns Scotus is the medieval cleric and philosopher credited 
with discovering this basic rule of formal logic: if some statement A is both true and false, 
then any statement B is true. Since a formal system in which everything is true is clearly 
of little interest, it is an essential requirement of formal systems that no statement may 
be both true and false. A system which contains no such statement is said to be consistent. 
In short-term animal experiments with good record keeping, it is reasonable to assume 
that the information about a particular experiment is cumulative. Thus additional data 
gathered about a particular experiment should not contradict previous results; rather, new 
data should supplement previous results. If we construct a formal logic system designed 
to interpret experimental data, it is desirable that the formal system should be able to 
infer as many conclusions as possible from data of varying amounts or quality. A formal 
system capable of determining a particular diagnosis (true or false) regardless of the 
amount or quality of data is said to be complete with respect to that diagnosis. A formal 
system which is incomplete for too many diagnoses is almost as useless as an inconsistent 
formal system. This combination of requirements- namely consistency and completeness 
with respect to important diagnoses-places a nearly impossible burden on a formal sys- 
tem which processes variable, biomedical data[9]. Suppose that data set D is insufficient 
to imply diagnosis A but is “suspicious” for A ; and suppose that data set E is the definitive 
test for A, i.e. E implies A and -E implies -A. What should suspicious mean in a formal 
system? If it means that D > A, then a subsequent definitive test yielding -E would 
result in (D & -E) > (A & -A), which is inconsistent (rule of Duns Scotus). If suspicious 
means that D does not imply A, then diagnoses A is incomplete, given data set D. In 
many biomedical problems, a formal system which is cautious enough to remain consistent 
will be so incomplete that its deductions are largely trivial. We call this the Pnradox of 
Duns Scotus. 
One resolution of this paradox is to give the suspicious diagnosis an inferior status to 
the confirmed diagnosis, and to suspend the rule of Duns Scotus to the extent that a 
suspicious diagnosis can never overrule (or render inconsistent) a confirmed diagnosis. 
Slctton’s law is the term commonly used in American medical parlance to characterize 
an action taken in the face of uncertainty. Named after a notorious bank robber, the late 
Willie Sutton, this law states: “when in doubt, go where the money is”[30]. This principle 
entered the medical literature in a report of patients autopsied after an infectious disease 
problem[?,l]. According to this paper, when the physician is in doubt (because culture 
results are not available and the patient requires immediate treatment), he should “go” 
(i.e treat) where “the money” (i.e. the most likely diagnosis) is. Another version of Sut- 
ton’s law is the saying, “If you hear hoofbeats in the street, think of horses not zebras”[32]. 
Let us denote “$” as the Sutton operator (or certainty operator), and interpret “$A” as 
“certainty about A” and “ - $A” as “uncertainty (doubt) about A”[8, 111. Then ” - $A 
> A” is a potential application of Sutton’s law- when in doubt about A, choose A (“the 
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money”). In this notation, a confirmed diagnosis A vvould have the status .‘SA”, whereas 
a supsicious but unconfirmed diagnosis A uould have the status .. -SA”. 
The Quine-McCluskey automated reasoning algorithm is modified to accommodate 
Sutton’s law and a partial relaxation of the rule of Duns Scotus. First, all expressions in 
symbolic logic are reduced to standard form (i.e. nullities). Second. all nullities containing 
one or more Sutton operators are temporarily removed. Third, exhaustive null additions 
are performed on the remaining (non-Sutton) nullities. Fourth, for each statement A, ..SA 
is true” ({ -$A}) enters the system if and only if A or -A are true; othenvise, ‘* -SA is 
true” ({$A}) enters the system. Finally. these stntm nullities ({ - SA} or {$A}) are placed 
in the system, the Sutton nullities (temporarily removed) are reentered, and this expanded 
set of nullities is solved by exhaustive null additions[8]. This grand solution contains all 
possible logical deductions, including “suspicious” conclusions when they do not violate 
“confirmed” conclusions. This system of nonclassical symbolic logic has been extended 
to include multiple grades of “doubt”, called Hitltikka certainty levels or likelihood 
levels[lO, 131. The mathematical justification for this reasoning method is based upon 
Herbrand’s theorem[ 141. 
C. Transformations 
The morphometric parameters V, Z, and F are all relative quantities, vvhich are mea- 
sured in terms of a reference volume U[9. 33,341. For compartments H and N, this ref- 
erence volume is total liver volume (or weight of the liver W, since tissue density does 
not vary significantly). For compartments R. S, C, ,\I, P, and L, the reference volume is 
the relative hepatocyte volume HV. Since pathologic and morphologic changes occur in 
relation to actual volume, number, and surface, it is necessary to have transformation 
rules to convert measured quantities into quantities with a conceptual meaning. For each 
particulate compartment I, the actual number is increased (.rZH) either (i) when the rela- 
tive number is increased and the reference volume is not decreased (x~H & -XC/L), (ii) 
when the relative number is normal but the relative volume is not increased and the 
reference volume is increased (_rZiV & -.ryH & XI/H), or else (iii) when the relative 
number is increased but the relative volume and reference volume are decreased (,rzH 
&.rvL &.rUL). In the case of the peroxisomss (.r = P). for example. the actual peroxisome 
number is increased (PZH) either when (PZH & - HVL) or when (PZX & -PVH &I 
HVH) or when (PZH & PVL Br HVL), since HV is the reference volume for P. That is. 
PZH = (PZH & - HVL) j (PZN 8: -PVH & HVH) 1 (PZH & PVL & HVL). The trans- 
formation to obtain the actual number decreased is the same as the above, with the words 
“increased” and “decreased” interchanged. The transformation to obtain the actual num- 
ber normal is all other logical possibilities not covered by “actual number increased” and 
“actual number decreased”. The transformations to obtain actual volume increased, etc., 
are the same as the above with the words “number” and “volume” interchanged. This 
gives the transformation rules 
xZH = (.rZH & - .r UL) 1 (.rzN & - _rvH & .r I/H’) 1 (,rZH & .rvL & x UL), 
.rZN = (.r%’ & .r UN) 1 (.rZL & - .r’t;;H & ,r UH) 1 (.rzH & -.rvL & xUL) 
1 (.rzN & ,rvH & .rUH) 1 (x%’ & ,rvL & xl/L), 
xZL = (+rzL & - ,rUH) I (.rzN & - .rvL & xUL) 1 (.rzL & ,rvH & .rUH), 
.rVH = (xVH & -.rUL) I (.rVN & -.rZH & .rUH) / (xl/N & ,rZL & xUL), 
.rVN = (,r%V & x UN) 1 (,rvL & - .rZH & ,r UN) 1 (.rvH & - .rzL & xUL) 
I (xvA’ & xzH & .rUH) ) (.rc/N & ,r_?L & ,rUL), 
.rVL = (xvL & -,rUH) I (.rvN & -.r?L & .rUL) 1 (,rvL & .rZH & xUH). 
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The transformation rules for each tubulocisternal compartment .r are the same as the 
above, except that “surface” (F) is everywhere substituted for “number” (Z). This gives 
xFH = (xFH & -xUL) j (.mv & -.rVH & xUH) ] (xFH & .rVL & xUL), 
.ri=N = (XFN & xl/N) / (XFL & -.rTH & XUH) 1 (XFH & -.rVL & XUL) 
( (XFN & .rVH & XUH) ( (XFN & XVL & XUL) ( 
xFL = (.rTL & -.uUH) 1 (xFN & -,yik & xUL) 1 (.rFL & .rvH & xUH), 
xVH = (.rVH & -sUL) 1 (xVN & -xFH & xl/H) 1 (,rVH Bi .\-FL & xUL), 
xVN = (.yvN & .rUN) ) (.rVL & -.r?H & .rUH) 1 (.rvH & -?cFL & XI/L) 
1 (xvN & .rFH & .rUH) 1 (x~N & .YFL & .rUL), 
xVL = (xVL & -xUH) ) (.rVN & -.rFL & xl/L) ) (.$=L & .rFH & .rUH). 
D. Descriptive states 
We can now use these actual quantities (V, Z, F) to define 14 descriptive states, or 
diagnoses in quantitative organelle pathology, consisting of nine pathologic states and five 
morphologic states for each of the eight compartments[9]. The pathologic states are normal 
(N), proliferation (P), ageneration (E), hypertrophy (T), atrophy (A), hyperplasia (R), 
hypoplasia (O), dysplasia (D), and dystrophy ( Y). The morphologic states are unchanged 
single volume or cisternal width (U). microorganelles (C), smaller organelles (S), me- 
gaorganelles (M), and giant organelles (G). Each descriptiive state is written in a two- 
letter shorthand .ry, where x is the compartment (M, P, L, etc.) and y is the description 
of that compartment (N, P, T, etc.). Thus PP means “peroxisomes are proliferated”, PT 
means “peroxisomes are hypertrophied”, etc. 
1. Pathologic states. The nine pathologic states are defined as follows (Figs. 1 and 
2 and Table 1). All quantities referred to are actual (not relative) quantities. 
a. Normal (N) is defined as a normal number and normal volume in particulate or- 
ganelles, or as a normal membrane surface and normal volume in tubulocisternal 
organelles. 
b. Proliferation (P) is defined as a numerical increase without volume change in par- 
ticulate organelles or as membrane surface increase (= “numerical increase of meinbrane 
units”) without volume change in tubulocisternal organelles. In proliferation, we observe 
small particulate organelles, or small elements of tubulocisternal organelles. correspond- 
ing to the morphologic state “small” (S). 
c. Ageneration (E) is the opposite of proliferation. It is characterized as a numerical 
reduction in particulate organelles or as a reduction in membrane surface in the tubulo- 
cisternal organelles, without concurrent volume change of the organelles. The particulate 
organelles and the cisternae of the tubulocisernal organelles are enlarged, corresponding 
to the morphologic state megaorganelles (M). 
d. Hypertrophy (T) is defined as volumetric increase without change in the particulate 
organelle number or in the membrane surface of tubulocisternal organelles. The morpho- 
logic state for both particulate organelles and tubulocisternal organelles is megaorganelles 
(M). 
e. Atrophy (A) is the opposite of hypertrophy. It is defined as volumetric decrease 
without change in the number of particulate organelles or in the membrane surface of 
tubulocisternal organelles. In this state, an unchanged number of small organelles (S) is 
seen. 
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Fig. I. Pathologic states of particulate organelles (e.g. mitochondria) in quantitative organelle pathology. Nine 
pathologic states are represented diagramatically: N, normal state; P, proliferation; E, ageneration; R, hyper- 
plasia; 0, hypoplasia; D. dysplasia; T, hypertrophy; A, atrophy; Y. dystrophy. Z is numerical density; V, volume 
density. - indicates unchanged morphometric values: T significantly increased morphometric values; 4 sig- 
nificantly decreased morphometric values. 
f. Hyperpfasia (R) is defined as numerical and volumetric increase in particulate or- 
ganelles or as an increase in the volume and membrane surface of tubulocisternal orga- 
nelles. Morphologically we see an increased number of either normal (U) or small (S) or 
megaorganelles (A4). 
g. Hypoplnsia (0) is the opposite of hyperplasia. It is defined as a numerical and 
volumetric decrease in particulate organelles or as a volume and membrane surface de- 
crease in tubulocisternal organelles. Morphologically, we see a decreased number of either 
normal (f-4 or small (S) or megaorganelles (iv). 
h. Dysplasia (D) corresponds to a numerical reduction with simultaneous volumetric 
Table 1. Symbolic logic description of pathologic diagnoses for a particular organelle (e.g. peroxisome = P) 
PN = Normal = ((PZN & P@l & H%) 1 (Pz@ & Py” & H&, / (PZL & PTL & HVH)) 
PP = Proliferation = ((PZH & P~v,V & -HyL) 1 (P&V & PYL & HI/K)) 
PE = Ageneration = ((PZL & P&V & -HV_H) 1 (Pz:V & P_VH & HYL)) 
PT = Hypettrophy = ((P&V & PVH & - HIJL) / (PZL & P&V & HKH)) 
PA = Atrophy = ((P&V & PVL & -HyH) j (PZH & PI/V & HVL)) 
PR = Hyperplasia = ((PZH & P_VH & - H_VL) 1 (PZH & P_v,V & HlH)) 
PO = Hypoplasia = ((PJL & PJL & - HVH) j (PZV & PV.V & HVM) 
PD = Dysplasia = (PZL & PVJT) 
PY = Dystrophy = (PZH & PVL) 
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Fig. 2. Pathologic states of tubulocisternal organelles (e.g. rough endoplasmic reticulum) in quantitative organelle 
pathology. Nine pathologic states are represented diagramatically: N, normal state; P. proliferation; E. age- 
neration; R, hyperplasia, 0. hypoplasia; D, dysplasia; T, hypertrophy; A, atrophy; Y, dystrophy. F is surface 
density of organelle membranes; V, volume density. - indicates unchanged morphometric values, i significantly 
increased morphometric values: 1 significantly decreased morphometric values. 
increase in particulate organelles, or to a membrane surface reduction with simultaneous 
volumetric increase in tubulocisternal organelles. This corresponds morphologically to a 
small number of giant organelles (G). 
i. Dystrophy (Yj is the opposite of dysplasia. It is defined as numerical increase and 
volumetric decrease in particulate organelles, or as membrane surface increase and vol- 
umetric decrease in tubulocisternal organelles. Morphologically, a high number of micro- 
organelles (C) is seen. 
The above word definitions for pathologic states are readily summarized in terms of 
actual volume, number, and surface, by the expressions 
xN = xZN & xVN, 
XP = xZH & xVN, 
xE = xZL & xVN, 
XT = xZN & xVH, 
XA = xZN & xVL, 
.rN = xFN & xVN, 
.rP = xFH & xVN, 
.rE = xFL & rVN, 
XT = xFN & xVH, 
XA = xFN & xVL, 
(particulate), (tubulocisternal). 
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.\-R = .rZH Br .rVH. .rR = .rFH g: xVH. 
x0 = XZL & XVL, x0 = .rFL & xVL. 
.rD = .rZL & .rVH. .rD = .\-FL 8( .rVH. 
.rY = .rZH & .rVL. .rY = ,rFH & .rVL, 
x = H, N, M, P. L ,r = R, S, C 
(particulate), (tubulocisternal). 
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Using peroxisomes (P) as an example, we expand these expressions in terms of relative 
peroxisome number (PZ:), relative peroxisome volume (PVz), and the reference volume 
(HVz). For example, the proliferated state (PP) is defined as 
PP = PZH & PVN. 
Substituting from the transformation schema, we have 
PP = ((PZH 8x1 -HVL) 1 (P% & 
- PVH & HVH) 1 (PZH & PVL & HVL)) & (PVN & HFN) 1 (PI/L & 
- PTH & H-VH) 1 (PVH & 
- PZL & HVL) 1 (PVN & PZH & HVH) ( (Pi’N & PTL & HVL)). 
Expansion by the distributive law and application of the exclusivity of HVH, HVN. HVL. 
etc., yields 
PP = (PZH & Pi&V & -HVL) 1 (PZN & PVL g: Hi’H). 
2. Morphologic states. The five morphologic states are defined separately for tub- 
ulocisternal and particulate organelles. For tubulocisternal organelles (Figs. 3 and 4 and 
Table 2): 
a. The unchanged morphologic state (17) is characterized by a normal volume to sur- 
face ratio Q. 
b. The small organelle state (S) is defined as a moderately decreased volume to surface 
ratio (2, in which either the volume is not low or the membrane surface is not high. The 
cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum or the intercristal spaces of the mitochondria are 
narrowed. 
c. The microorgnnelle state CC) involves such a decreased volume to surface ratio Q, 
that both the volume is low and the membrane surface is high. In this morphologic state, 
the elements of endoplasmic reticulum are very small or collapsed, whereas in the mi- 
tochondria we observe very short distances between cristae (i.e. the intercristal spaces). 
d. The megaorgnnelle state (M) is defined as a moderately increased volume to surface 
ratio Q, in which either the volume is not high or the membrane surface is not low. In 
this morphologic state, the endoplasmic reticulum has enlarged, often vesiculated ele- 
ments, while in the mitochondria we observe a loss of cristae and very large distances 
between the cristae. 
e. The ginnf organelle stclte (G) involves such an increased volume to surface ratio Q. 
that both the volume is high and the membrane surface is low. The endoplasmic reticulum 
has very enlarged, often vac!lolated elements, whereas in the mitochondria we observe 
a loss of cristae and very large distances between the cristae. 
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MORPHOLOGIC STATES 
G q t t + 8 
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Fig. 3. Morphologic states of particulate organelles (e.g. rnitochondria) in a quantitative organelle pathology. 
Five morphologic states are represented diagramatically: U, unchanged morphologic state; C, microorganelles; 
S, small organelles; M, megaorganelles; G, giant organelles. Q is quotient of volume density to numerical density 
(= organelle single volume); V, volume density: 2, numerical density. - unchanged, T increased, 1 decreased 
morphometric values. 
For particulate organelles: 
a. The unchanged state (U) shows organelles with a normal single volume Q (i.e. 
volume to number ratio). 
b. The smull orgunelfe state (S) shows organelles with a moderately decreased single 
volume (Q) in which either the organelle volume is not low or the organelle number is 
not high. 
c. The microorganefle state (C) shows organelles with such a decreased single volume 
(Q) that both the organelle volume is low and the organelle number is high. 
d. The meguorganeffe state (M) shows organelles with a moderately increased single 
volume (Q) in which either the organelle volume is not high or the organelle number is 
not low. 
e. The giunt orguneffe stnte (Gj shows organelles with such an increased single volume 
(Q) that both the organelle volume is high and the organelle number is low. 
The above word definitions for morphologic states are summarized in terms of the quotient 
Q, and actual volume, number, and surface, by the expressions 
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Fig. 4. Morphologic states of tubulocistemal organelles (e.g. smooth endoplasmic reticulum) in quantitative 
organelle pathology. U, unchanged organelles; C, microorganelles; S, small organelles; M. megaorganelles; C. 
giant organelles. Q, quotient of volume to surface (cistemal width); V, volume density; F. surface density or 
organelle membranes. - unchanged, 7 increased, 1 decreased morphometric values. 
XU = xQN, 
XS = xQL & (-xZH 1 -xVL), 
XC = xQL & xZH & xVL, 
xM = xQH & (-xZL 1 -xVH), 
xG = xQH & xZL 8i xVH, 
x = H, N, M, P, L 
(particulate), 
XU = xQN, 
XS = xQL & (-xFH j -xVL), 
XC = xQL & xFH & .rVL, 
xM = xQH & (-.xFL ; -xVH), 
xG = xQH 8.1 xFL & .rVH 
x = R, S, C 
(tubulocistemal). 
The above word definitions for pathologic states are readily summarized. Application 
of the transformation rules shows that the same expressions hold for relative volume. 
number, and surface. Again, since volume to surface quotient (xQH, xQN, xQL), actual 
number (xZH, .rZN, .rZL), and actual volume (xVH, .rVN, xVL) are all sets of mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive states, the above five morphologic states for particulate com- 
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Table 2. Symbolic logic description of morphologic diagnoses for a particular organelle 
(e.g. mitochondrion = M 
V = volume density; 
Z = numerical density; 
Q = organelle single volume; 
N = unchanged morphometric values; 
H = significantly increased morphometric values; 
L = significantly decreased morphmetry values. 
Symbolic logic: equivalence (=), and (&), inclusive or (1). negation (- ) 
MU = Normal Size = ,MQN 
MC = Micromitochondria = ((MQL& (MVL &MZHJ) 
MS = Small mitochondria = (MQL&(-MVL'L -MVHl) 
MM = Large mitochondria = ((MQH&(MVH/ -MZL)) 
MC = Giant mitochondria = ((MQH&(MVH&MZL)) 
partments are themselves mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The same holds for tubu- 
locisternal compartments. 
E. Cellular homologies 
This system of nine pathologic and five morphologic states gives us an alphabet from 
which we can construct reaction patterns of cellular organelles in the course of cellular 
injury. This alphabet can then be used to construct models of quantitative alteration- 
increase or decrease-in the existing metabolic pathways. In doing so, we will see that 
the average volume and number of cell nuclei exhibit a particular nonrandom relationship 
to the average volume and number of other cellular organelles. Thus within a single cell, 
the volume and number of organelle x are proportional to the volume and number of 
organelle y. This is the mophometric basis for the fact that certain enzymes in individual 
cellular compartments are present in constant proportions[35]. If one further considers 
that the mitochondria may be a site for the cellular control of drug biotransformations in 
the endoplasmic reticulum[36], one might suggest that individual cellular compartments, 
recognizable morphologically as cellular organelles, may be adapted as a whole to the 
separate functional demands of the cell by way of a common regulatory mechanism. In 
order to gain insight into these processes, one must compare and correlate behavior of 
all cellular organelles within a cell to one another. In this context, one observes cyto- 
plasmic pictures which may be similar in form or significance, and which may be subsumed 
under the rules of cellular homology. For the purpose of comparison in the analysis of 
cellular homologies, the following basic morphometric parameters were incorporated into 
the model of quantitative organelle pathology. 
1. Numerical parameters. In the case of particulate organelles (e.g. mitochondria), 
we employed the numerical density of the organelle per unit volume of cytoplasma (= NW/ 
Vvc) as the numerical parameter. In the case of tubulocisternal organelles (e.g. endo- 
plasmic reticulum), we set the numerical parameter equal to the surface density of the 
organelle per unit volume of cytoplasm ( =SvxlVvc). The basis for this equation is the 
idea that the membranes of tubulocisternal organelles consist of membrane units which 
are covered with repetitive multienzyme complexes. According to this idea, membrane 
increases correspond to a numerical increase in membrane units. 
2. Volumetric parameters. Both in the case of particulate and tubulocisternal orga- 
nelles, we are dealing with the volume density of the organelle per unit volume of cy- 
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toplasm (= VvXIVvC) as the volumetric parameter. This simplified concept of morphom- 
etric measurements not only permits an unrestricted comparison of quantitative changes 
in particulate and tubulocisternal organelles, but also results in the same pathologic di- 
agnoses giving rise to the same morphologic diagnoses in both types of organelles. 
The unification of morphologic and pathologic diagnoses for both particulate and tub- 
ulocistemal organelles allows us to compare pathologic diagnoses among organelles of 
different configuration. This is in turn the first step for deriving the different homology 
patterns of morphometric changes. 
a. We designate as isologo~s homology pattern all those circumstances in which the 
same morphometric parameters are altered in two organelles which are functionally de- 
pendent upon one another. By contrast, we designate a pattern of injury as heterologous 
if one organelle is altered in its numeric whereas the other is altered in its volumetric 
parameters. 
b. We designate as isbmetric homology pattern all those circumstances in which two 
organelles which are functionally dependent upon one another are altered quantitatively 
in the same direction. By contrast, if the organelles are altered in the opposite direction, 
we designate this as a diametric pattern. 
c. If it happens that an organelle remains morphologically unaltered in the course of 
cellular injury, while other organelles are restructured quantitatively, then we designate 
this circumstance as a analogow pattern. 
In the living organism, the isologous and heterologous patterns appear in conjunction 
with isometric and diametric patterns. Thus we distinguish among isologous-isometric, 
isologous-diametric, heterologous-isometric, and heterologous-diametric homology 
patterns. 
(i) Isologous-isometric homology type. The following combinations are typical for 
this group: both organelle I and organelle y exhibit either proliferation, hyperplasia, or 
dystrophy. In each case, an increase in the numerical parameters with small organelles 
(numerical density in particulate organelles, surface density in tubulocistemal organelles) 
is predominant. Another possibility is that both organelles x and y exhibit either hypoplasia 
or ageneration or a relative decrease in the numerical parameters of enlarged organelles. 
Furthermore, hypertrophy or dysplasia, or a relative increase in the volumetric parameter 
may be present in enlarged organelles x and y. Finally, the pairwise presence of either 
atrophy or decrease of the volumetric parameter of small organelles may characterize 
isologous-isometric homology (Fig. 5 and Table 3). These homology types are found in 
the resistance phase or at the beginning of the exhaustion phase of cellular injury. 
(ii) Isologous-diametric homology type. In one case organelle x exhibits either pro- 
liferation or hyperplasia or dystrophy or a relative increase in the numerical parameter 
of small organelles, whereas the enlarged organelle y experiences either hypoplasia or 
ageneration or a relative decrease of the volumetric parameter. A further type may involve 
hypertrophy or dysplasia or an increase of the relative volumetric parameter in organelle 
x, against atrophy or a decrease of the relative volumetric parameter in the enlarged 
organelle y (Fig. 5 and Table 3). These homology types are often found in the late phase 
of cellular damage, as an expression of vita reductn (reduced life). Here we find neogenesis 
of organelle x concurrent with blockade of new formation of organelle y, or swelling of 
organelle x concurrent with degradation of organelle y. In these circumstances the cell 
cannot withstand any further loading of metabolites. 
(iii) Heterologous-isometric homology type. Here one finds in some cases either pro- 
liferation or hyperplasia or dystrophy or relative increase of the numerical parameter in 
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Fig. 5. Graphic representation of homology types which appear in quantitative organelle pathology. Example: 
organelles I = mitochondria; organeiies y = peroxisomes. N = numerical parameter of the organelles (= 
numerical density or surface density); volumetrical parameter (= volume density). - = unchanged morphom- 
etric value, t = significantly increased morphometric value, 4 = significantly decreased morphometric value. 
the small organelle X, whereas the enlarged organelle y exhibits either hypertrophy or 
dysplasia or increase in the volumetric parameter. In other cases, one finds either hy- 
poplasia or ageneration or relative decrease of the numerical parameter in the enlarged 
organelle x, whereas the small organelle y exhibits either atrophy or a relative reduction 
of the volumetric parameter (Fig. 5 and Table 3). In these cases, one finds either neogenesis 
in organelle x accompanied by swelling in organelle y, or blockade of new formation in 
organelle x accompanied by degradation in organelle y. This homology type is the expres- 
sion of defective adaptation (i.e. adaptation leading to further injury) in the resistance 
phase of cellular injury. 
(iv) Heterologous-diametric homology type. In some cases the small organelle x has 
either proliferation or hyperplasia or dystrophy or a relative increase in the numerical 
parameter, whereas the small organelle y shows atrophy or a decrease in the volumetric 
parameter. In other cases the enlarged organelle x has either hypertrophy or dysplasia or 
a relative increase of the volumetric parameter, whereas the small organelle y exhibits 
either hypoplasia or ageneration or a reduction of the numerical parameter (Fig. 5 and 
Table 4). Heterologous-diametric homologies are often typical of extreme adaptation 
mechanisms, and are the expression of a vita minima (minimum life). The cell’s point of 
no return is at hand. In this homology type, there is either increased neogenesis in organelle 
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Table 3. Symbolic logic of homology types in quantitative organelle pathology (expressed as 
organelle growth disorders) 
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1. Analogous-metric Homologies: 
A*w_ = (‘I
I 
( 
I 
( 
K XI 
I xN& xN& 
((XPI 
((xE' 
( XT 
i xAl 
xZN xFN)& xVN) & (yPl(yR& -yM) yY(yN& -yM&(yZHlyFHj)))l 
xZN xFN)& xVN) & ((yEJ(yOA yMj (yN& yM&(yZLlyFLjjjjI 
yN& -yM& yVL))) 
x0& xM) (xN& xM&(xZLlxFL))) 
xR& xM) xOl(xN& xM& xVH)j 
x0& -x!4)l(xN& -xM& xVL)) 
2. Isologous-isometric Homologies: 
II = (((xP (xR& -xM xY(xN& -xM&(xZY~XFH)))&(~P~(~R& -yM)lyYJ(yN& -Y~(YZH/YFH))))( 
(((xEi(xO& xM)tl xN& xM&(xZL\xFL))j & (YE\(YO& YM)~(YN& yM&(yZLlyFLjjj) 1 
(( xN& (xZNlxFN)& xVN) & (YN& (YZNIYFN)& ~VNjjj. 
3. Isologous-diametric Homologies: 
IO = (((xP (xR& - xM)lxYl(xN& -xM&(xZHlxFH)))&(yE\(yO& yM)l(yN& yM&(yZLlyFL 
(( xE (x0& xM) (xN& xM&(xZL(xFL)))&(yP (yR& -yM) yY\(yN& -yM&(yZH yFHj 
11 xA [x0& -xA,(xN& -xM& xVC)) / 1' 
XT xR& xM) xOl(xN& xM& xVH)) &(yA (yO& -yM (yN& -yM& yVL))) 
1 &(YT (YR& YM) YD(YN& YM& ~VHjjj . 
4. Heterologous-isometric Homologies: 
HI = (xP xR& -xM xYI(xN& -xM& (xZH xFH)))& yTl(yR& 
tl xE [x0& x# xN& xM&(xZL,xFLj)i , f 1 
ti)lyDl(yN& yM& yVH) 
& (yA (yO& -yM I(yN& -yM& yVL)))/ 
(( XT (xR& xM) xDl(xN& xM& xVH)) & (yP yR& -yM) yYl(yN& -yM& (yZHlyFH 
((xA (x0& -xM)l(xN& -xM& xVL)) & (YE (yO& yM)J(yN& yM& (yZL(yFL)))) 
5. Heterologous-diametric Homologies: 
xR& -xM) xYI(xN& -xM&(xZH(xFHj)) 8 (yAl(yO& -yM) (yN& -yt% y'kjjj ) 
(x0& xM) (xN& xM&(xZLlxFL))) & (YTI(YR& yMjlyD (yN& yM& yVHj 
(xR& xM) xOl(xN& xM& xVH)) A (YE (yO& yM)I(yN& yM&(yZL\yFL)))) 
(x0& -xM)~(xN& -xM& xVL)) & (yP (yR& -yM)lyYl(yN& -yM& (yZH(yFH)))). 
x with a corresponding blockade in organelle y, or swelling in organelle x with degeneration 
in organelle y. 
(v) Analogous-metric homology type. In these cases, either organelle I or organelle 
y, but not both, show changes of their morphometric parameters, whereas the other or- 
ganelle shows no significant changes. These homology types are typical of the early phase 
of cellular injury, when cellular damage has first become noticeable in cellular organelle 
x but is not yet apparent in organelle y (Fig. 5 and Table 3). 
These homology patterns represent a superclassification of the reaction patterns of 
cellular injury, and simultaneously permit one to quantify the similarities in a morphologic 
change (Fig. 6). Two organelles with isologous-isometric pattern represent the highest 
grade of morphologic similarity (homology grade 1). The heterologous-diametric pattern 
(homology grade 2) represents the second highest grade of homology, since the size con- 
figuration is the same for both organelles, even if the amount of organelle is different. 
We find the lowest grade of morphologic similarity (homology grade 4) among organelles 
with isologous-diametric patterns, since they arise in the setting of absolutely contrary 
growth processes, such as for example atrophy and hypertrophy. Correspondingly, the 
size configuration of such organelles is extremely different (Fig. 6). 
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Table 4. Characteristics of histological differentiation and growth of the analyzed Morris hepatoma cells 
Fetal liver Adult liver Heparoma 66 
Heparoma 
7?88c 
Hepatoma 
9618-A? 
Hepatoma 
3924-A 
Histologic undeveloped very well well poorly poorly poorly 
differentiation liver differentiated differentiated differentiated differentiated differentiated 
Growth normal no growth moderate rapid very rapid very rapid 
growth 
Nuclear DNA diploid 50% diploid hypodiploid hypotetraploid hypotetraploid 
content 
50% tetraploid 
HOMOLOGY GRADING 
P P 
isologous 
isometric 09 em 11 
i a. a. 
r-l p 00 a. 
heterologous 
diametric CU 
b) 
-r, 
0 
& 1 HO 
heterologous 
isometric 
isologous 
diametric 
Fig. 6. Graphic representation of cellular homology grading which appears in quantitative organelle pathology. 
Homology grade 1 (isologous-isometrical homology type): In both organelles the same morphometric param- 
eters are quantitatively altered in the same direction (e.g. mitochondrial proliferation, peroxisomal proliferation 
= PIP). 
Homology Grade 2 (heterologous-diametrical homology type): In both organelles the numerical and volu- 
metrical parameters are altered in the opposite direction (e.g. mitochondrial proliferation, peroxisomal atrophy 
= P/A). 
Homology Grade 3 (heterologous-isometrical homology type): In both organelles the numerical and volu- 
metrical parameters are altered in the same direction (e.g. mitochondrial proliferation, peroxisomal atrophy 
= PIT). 
Homology Grade 4 (isologous-diametrical homology type): In both organelles the same morphometric param- 
eters are altered in the opposite direction (e.g. mitochondrial proliferation, peroxisomal atrophy = A/T). 
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F. Experimental animals 
A Morris hepatoma 9618-i\ and a Morris hepatoma 3924-A, both having a rapid growth 
rate, as well as a Morris hepatoma 66 growing at an intermediate rate, were implanted 
intramuscularly in three male 15 week old Buffalo rats with body weight approximately 
200 g[37]. The controls consisted of five male Buffalo rats weighing 200 g and five male 
rat fetuses delivered three days before the expected date of birth by Cesarean section. 
All experimental animals were fed with Altromin-R-standard food and had free access to 
drinking water. Following a tumor implantation period of four months, the animals were 
decapitated. The hepatoma tissue in the experimental animals and tissue taken from the 
left lobe of the liver in both control groups were fixed in an 1.33% S-collidine buffered 
0~0~ solution (pH 7.4 at 4°C for 1 hr). Following dehydration in an ascending series of 
alcohols and propylene oxide, the tissue was embedded in Epon 812. Electron microscopic 
investigations were performed with a Zeiss electron microscope, type EM 9S2. 
Morphometric analysis of liver tissue was performed according to the methods intro- 
duced by Weibel[24] and by Rohr[23]. For analysis of the control livers, intermediate 
lobular regions were studied by observing a distance of at least 10 cells between the 
epithelial cells of the liver and the central vein, and a distance of 10 cells between the 
epithelial cells of the liver and the hepatic portal area. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In an effort to characterize the cytoplasm during malignant growth, the quantitative 
ultrastructure in several different, rapidly growing transplantable Morris hepatomas, num- 
bers 66, 7288-C, 9618-A2, and 3924-A, were compared (Tables 4-6). In this manner, it 
was demonstrated that each type of hepatoma has a characteristic cytoarchitecture, but 
that each hepatoma is differentiated variably according to its respective rate of growth. 
with the more rapidly growing varieties showing smaller amounts of endoplasmic retic- 
ulum, mitochondria, and peroxisomes. The symbolic logic model permitted a rapid and 
consistent calculation of homologies. 
Potter[Z] introduced the concept of “ontogeny as blocked ontogeny”, based upon the 
substantial similarities in enzyme activity and enzyme distribution between hepatoma cells 
and fetal liver parenchymal cells. Bruni[3] came to a similar conclusion, using ultrastruc- 
tural investigations. The present comparative morphometric investigations of fetal liver 
parenchymal cells with hepatoma cells growing at different rates show that the quantitative 
cytoarchitecture of fetal liver cells is substantially similar to that of hepatoma cells. Only 
the mitochondria fail to show this similarity: in fetal hepatocytes and in young adult 
hepatocytes the mitochondria have a volume of about 0.60 Fm3, whereas in the hepatoma 
cells they are substantially smaller (Tables 5 and 6). Furthermore, fetal mitochondria have 
substantially more cristal membranes than the young aduult control hepatocytes and the 
hepatoma cells. Thus benign fetal hepatocytes are distinguished morphologically from the 
malignant, dedifferentiated hepatoma cells only in the morphometric values of the mi- 
tochondria. Subject to these qualifications, the agreement between fetal hepatocytes and 
hepatoma cells is very striking, and supports the statement hat “. . . the fine structural 
similarities between neoplastic hepatocytes and normal fetal hepatocytes are too close 
and too common to be considered a random event”[3]. Further support for this concept 
is provided by cellular homologies between tumor cells, fetal hepatocytes, and young 
adult hepatocytes (Tables 7 and 8). We examined the following cellular homology patterns 
in non-neoplastic hepatocytes and hepatoma cells: 
(a) the nuclear-ergastoplasmic homology pattern, 
(b) nuclear-cristal homology pattern, 
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Table 5. Morphometric data: volumetric, numerical and surface density of hepatoceilular organelles per unit 
volume cytoplasm from fetal, young adult. nonneoplastic hepatocytes and from hepatoma cells fMonis 
hepatomas) 
Structural 
component 
Y0ung 
Morphom. Fecal adult Hspatoma Hepatoma Xepatoma Hepatoma 
Parameter Symbol liver liver 66 7288~ 9618-.112 3924-A Dimension 
Hepatocytes 
Nuclei 
Rough endopl 
reticulum 
Smooth endopi. 
reticulum 
Mitochondria 
Mitochondr. 
cristae 
Peroxisomes 
Volume 
Volume 
Number 
Volume 
Surface 
Volume 
Surface 
Volume 
Number 
Surface 
Volume 
Number 
0.55 0.93 
(0.03) (0.00) 
0.13 0.05 
(0.02) (0.002) 
370 120 
(20) (15) 
0.14 0.13 
(0.02) (0.02) 
4.1 3.0 
(0.4) (0.1) 
0.010 0.06 
(0.0+38) (0.01) 
0.27 I.4 
(0.08) (0.3) 
0.06 0.19 
(0.02) (0.02) 
100 330 
(20) (30) 
2.1 3.5 
(0.6) (0.3) 
0.006 0.014 
0.001 (0.002) 
210 160 
(40) (30) 
n=S ?l=S 
0.98 
(0.01) 
0.12 
(0.01) 
550 
(600) 
0.13 
(0.01) 
4.3 
(0.3) 
0.020 
10.003) 
0.30 
(0.09) 
0.15 
(0.01) 
370 
140) 
2.5 
(0.4) 
0.007 
(0.001) 
I80 
(20) 
n = 3 
n.d. 
0.21” 
0.11” 
0.7” 
moderate’ 
1.9* 
0.07” 0. lb 
IOWC 
IOWC 
n=3 
0.98 
(0.02) 
0.14 
(0.01) 
530 
(70) 
0.1-I 
(0.01) 
3.9 
(0.7) 
0.015 
(0.003) 
0.29 
(0.07) 
0.30 
lO.01) 
420 
(60) 
2.6 
(0.3) 
0.006 
(O.OQl) 
250 
(30) 
n=3 
0.97 
(0.01) 
0.28 
(0.01) 
630 
0.11 
(0.01) 
2.2 
co.11 
0.013 
(0.001, 
0.36 
(0.1-t) 
0.07 
(0.01 I 
-lc6 
1251 
0.9 
(0.31 
0.004 
(O.Wl I 
-7 I_ 
iI’) 
.=; 
cm’lcm’ 
cm’icm’ 
x IO6 cm3 
cm’icm’ 
m?cm’ 
cm’icm’ 
m’!cm’ 
cm’lcm’ 
x IO9 
cm-’ 
m’lcm’ 
cm’!cm’ 
x 109 
cm-’ 
a = Leroy-Houyet[JI] 
b = Volman[42]. 
c = Hruban[43,33]. 
Table 6. Morphometric data: mean size of particulate organelles and mean width of the lumina of the 
tubulocistemal organelles 
Mean size Parameter 
Fetal Adult Hepatoma Hepatoma Hepatoma Hepatoma 
liver liver 66 7288-C 9618-A: 391&A Dimension 
Size of hepatocytes VVHINV‘VVH 1450 7250 1750 2750a 1850 1515 v’ 
Size of nuclei VV.VHlNVNH 350 415 120 6lw 263 445 km’ 
Size of nucleoles vv,vc~:ciiVvsc 7 6.5 7 n.d. 6.5 I3 pm’ 
Width of RER VYRERIS”wl 0.034 0.043 0.032 0.157 0.037 0.050 pm’ 
cisternae 
Width of SER VYSERISVSER 0.037 0.043 0.066 n.d. 0.05 0.036 +m’ 
cisternae 
Size of mitochondria Vv.wlNv.w 0.60 0.58 0.41 0.3’ 0.48 0.17 Km’ 
Width of intercristal Vv,w~Sv.wc 0.028 0.054 0.060 0.5” 0.076 0.077 cm’lm’ 
space 0.3b 
Size of peroxisomes VvJ1Vw 0.028 0.075 0.038 0.07d 0.024 0.055 pm’ 
a = Leroy-Houyet[4l]. 
b = Volman[42]. 
c = according to Hruban[43]. 
d = according to Mochizuki[Jj]. 
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(c) ergastoplasmic-microsomal homology pattern, 
(d) ergastoplasmic-peroxisomal homology pattern, 
(e) mitochondrial-peroxisomal homology pattern, 
(0 cristal-ergastoplasmic homology pattern, 
(g) cristal-peroxisomal homology pattern. 
We obtained these patterns using the following line of reasoning. The rough endoplasmic 
reticulum (=ergastoplasm) forms a membrane continuum with the nucleus and the mi- 
tochondria[38], and participates in a variety of metabolic pathways with these cell or- 
ganelles. The oxidative performance of peroxisomes is coupled with that of the mito- 
chondria, so that mitochondriogenesis influences the formation of peroxisomes. 
Furthermore, there is a biochemical dependency between the ergastoplasmic protein ma- 
chinery and the respiratory activity of the mitochondrial cristae (see references cited in 
[38]). This analysis of the peroxisomes resulted in the following: the comparable homology 
patterns between fetal and adult nonneoplastic hepatocytes are for the most part isologous- 
isometric. Our symbolic logic model applied to these observations demonstrate the ex- 
traordinarily similar structural architecture between fetal and nonneoplastic hepatocytes. 
The necessary intracellular growth processes manifest themselves as an increased for- 
mation of new organelles, as is confirmed in the case of growing fetal liver cells[39]. 
Among the moderately growing, well differentiated hepatoma 66, a comparison between 
fetal and tumor liver cells yields predominantly heterologous-isometric patterns. The num- 
ber of these heterologous-isometric patterns is lower for rapidly growing hepatoma 7288c, 
and extremely low for the very rapidly growing, poorly differentiated hepatoma 3924-A 
(Table 7). In this case, the isologous-isometric patterns predominate. Accordingly. a well- 
differentiated hepatoma is less similar in its cytoplasmic construction to a fetal liver cell 
than the cell of a poorly differentiated liver tumor. With increasing cytoplasmic anaplasia, 
the level of agreement of quantitative cytoarchitecture between tumor cells and fetal 
hepatocytes increases. The underlying mechanism is probably a deficient adaptation re- 
action, as is the mechanism for tumor-transformed hepatocytes with disrupted energy 
metabolism[39]. 
Comparative homology patterns behave entirely differently between adult nonneoplastic 
hepatocytes and the hepatoma cells. One recognizes heterologous and diametric homology 
patterns, which indicate a state of “minimal vitality” as well as a dissimilarity and different 
cytoplasmic architecture of these tumor cells as compared to normal hepatocytes[39]. In 
the moderately growing, well-differentiated hepatoma 66, one finds heterologous-isometric 
patterns. In the rapidly growing hepatoma 7288c, one even sees isologous-diametric pat- 
terns; and in the rapidly growing, poorly differentiated hepatoma 3924-A. the isologous- 
isometric and heterologous-isometric patterns predominate, whereas isologous-isometric 
patterns are not observed. In this example, one sees clearly that the quantitative cytoar- 
chitecture of hepatoma cells, as characterized by means of morphometry. deviates sub- 
stantially from that of mature, nonneoplastic hepatocytes. With increasing dedifferentia- 
tion of a tumor cell, the level of morphologic agreement with normal cells decreases. Thus 
homology patterns may serve as a grading method for severity of cytoplasmic anaplasia. 
The communication of these cellular homology patterns permits one to recognize a 
bridge between biochemistry and ultrastructure, and in many clinical settings, it is far 
easier to obtain requisite material for ultrastructural than for biochemical studies. Nu- 
merous biochemical investigations have shown that with increasing dedifferentiation, the 
metabolic performance of tumor cells converges and becomes equalized[?], while at the 
same time, the adaptational potential of tumor cells is lost[40]. Accordingly, the homology 
patterns between adult hepatocytes and hepatoma cells correspond to maximal morpho- 
logic dissimilarity, as an expression of an exhausted and insufficient adaptation of the 
tumor cells; tumor liver cells and the fetal hepatocytes are in this regard the same. In 
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tumor cells, the metabolic capacity for adaptation has been lost; in fetal hepatocytes, on 
the other hand, this capacity for adaptation has not yet developed. Finally, the cellular 
homology patterns between fetal hepatocytes and hepatoma cells correspond to maximal 
morphologic similarity, as an expression of a common cytoplasmic (and thus also bio- 
chemical) immaturity. 
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